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"Guys, don't forget our real enemy!" Bigel reminded.

How should I put it, when he actually saw Lin Hao almost kill theWhite Bear King,
Bigir was still a little excited because once the White Bear King was dead, he could legitimately

advance to become a True King, and he could do it immediately! He could even be promoted

now if he wanted to! But he didn't ......

The Vampire King looked at Lin Hao on the opposite side, this Chinese King was
strong! The pressure released was no match for him, quite distinctly not falling behind. He looked
at his congregation, one by one, prostrate on the ground, pious look, irresistible look, put before,
let him with the use, he would be very happy, but today, he is a little happy, is really happy ......

The one existence that one despises, can stand against oneself, can exert the same
strength, have the same bottom, and this person, originally a member of his team inside, is his
right hand, but because of his own heart eyes. He just wanted to teach him a lesson and show him

the majesty of the Western Church, and then such a situation was formed ...... teaching Lin Hao

was what he was expecting, but also knew that the situation would not satisfy him, so he did not
drink to stop the White Bear King when he saw him provoking again, just to see Lin Hao's true
strength, and now that he saw it. The other side was driven to the opposite side by him ......

He glared at the White Bear King with anger. But glanced at Bigir with satisfaction,
meaning obviously, still this little old brother is wise ......



The Vampire King was the first to withdraw his own might, and the darkness in

Lin Hao's eyes dissipated as the heaven and earth around him returned to its previous appearance.
He looked in front of him, the blood dissipated, the darkness left, a great appearance, his heart
sounded endlessly emotional, who would have thought that the world would have these wonderful
existences ......

"King of China." The vampire king opened his mouth indifferently, but his
stubbornness did not let him bow down directly to Lin Hao, ? Shan closed and dyed Yiyi Yiyi

Zhaowu? Instead, he shouted 'King of China' with dignity.

Lin Hao did not appreciate this, but gave a faint hum, and after putting away the

Heart of Regeneration, he once again looked to the sky and spoke, "If you want to fight, let's start
now! Don't delay any longer!"

The Vampire King clenched his fist and said through clenched teeth, "White Bear

King, Black Crocodile King, Silver Wolf King, strike!" He was displeased with this stance of Lin

Hao, but after knowing Lin Hao's true strength, he could only grit his teeth and hold his breath for
now, while once again secretly thinking that once the Pope was settled, they would surround Lin

Hao and bury this Chinese man in death!

"The Silver Wolf King?" King Black Crocodile said in a daze, obviously unaware
of this sudden appearance of a king, after all, under the order promulgated by the Pope, only four
kings could exist in the world, and once there were five kings, they had to fight and kill until one

of them died.

The white bear king was also confused, how come there was suddenly another bit

of king, and a king he didn't know about, this was an existence not allowed by the papal

order ......



Seeing Bigel's lack of movement, the vampire king sneered, "Bigel, don't be too
careful, the papal order we are overthrowing! You are among us, do you think that the Pope will let
you go if you lose? Instead of still hiding your strength, just reveal it and put your companions at
ease!" The Vampire King revealed Bigir's identity.

This made the calculations of Bigir and the others directly fall short, Bigir stood
fiercely, his body violently began to change, the next moment, a huge silver wolf appeared, at the
same time above the sky, as if the remnants of a silver moon appeared ......

The tremendous pressure made the senior biochemists who had stood up and
flown out fall once again to the full, directly like falling dogs, clattering down. The most shocked
among them was Golden Leopard!

He looked at this huge Silver Moon Skywolf, his heart trembling violently,
remembering his own flirtation after the lion earlier, a heart that wanted to die! How dare they flirt

with the Pope! This was a capital crime! The Golden Leopard's heart wailed endlessly ......

Chapter 1312

Many people were shocked, those who knew that the King and the Pope were different were also

shocked, those who didn't know about the King and the Pope were equally shocked. For Bigir
was famous, famous throughout the southern city, famous throughout the whole of F, and famous

within the whole circle of senior biochemists under the Church! After all, he was the only senior

biochemist who was independent of the Church, and such a title was the envy of countless senior

biochemists ......



However, after knowing Bigel's strength today, they felt that it was not

unreasonable for a man of Bigel's strength to be independent of the Church!

"So! So Bigir has advanced to become a king early on! No wonder he doesn't lose
his life! Damn it!" Zeus finally fell to his knees this time, his heart growling.

Asura looked at Bigir in fascination, his stammering was starting to stutter, this,
this... this was unbelievable, Bigir was a kingly being, he had despised it so extremely before, he
had defied a king? Was he too arrogant ......

The huge Silver Moon Skywolf wolf head of Bigir, who had advanced to the rank
of SilverWolf King, was still amiable, and did not carry the same unapproachable majesty that he
had burst forth with ......

The giant eagle king did not know? land er closed dye west zero whisk? The

reason why Bigir suddenly revealed his identity, but if it is exposed, it is exposed, after all, there
are still two existences, Zeus Asura.

"The false king plan is once again in effect!" The giant eagle king said to the silver
wolf king Bigir by voice transmission.

Bigir replied with a voice transmission, "Execute!"



The Giant Eagle King was not only involved in Bigir's promotion to False King,
but also helped him to conceal the great commotion that day, which led to his becoming famous
today ......

The giant eagle king commanded to the two kneeling Zeus Asura, "Come to my

side, I'll fulfill the promise I made to you with Bigir."

Zeus shuddered and grabbed the still dazed Asura and flew straight over to the
Giant Eagle King's side. This was a powerful man independent of the situation, the Pope had
ignored him, the Vampire King had ignored him, his unquestioning appearance had left the others
guessing, but now it seemed that they were involved, and not in a small way ......

"Don't look or talk nonsense." The Giant Eagle King commanded.

"Good, good." Branching out the clouds, a huge eagle stood majestically before

him, endless majesty flowing from within the other's eyes, an urge to return involuntarily, Zeus
resisted the urge to kneel down and stand straight! And Asura, much weaker than Zeus, saw the

Giant Eagle King, and when he hazily saw his eyes, he knelt straight down!

Is this the scene of facing the Pope? Is this the situation of all the senior

biochemists facing the Pope? Helplessness, despair, heartfelt admiration, the Pope's terror, it
turns out, also comes from the terror of strength, and this, the terror of direct crushing ......

"Is it finally time?" Boris murmured down, squeezing the microphone's collection
of veins, this moment, he knew there are countless politicians are staring, this is an important part
of the great change in the century of the F country, if something goes wrong, they have to sink for
centuries ......



The vampire king will definitely not be an existence like Pope Peter's pursuit of
eternity, because the vampire king has a long life span, once he advances to become the pope, his
life span will grow, such a person for life span eternity will not pursue it in the present, he will
pursue the past glory of the church, at that time, whether it is F country or other countries, the
whole western Europe will fall into chaos, this is a picture they the whole western Europe
politicians do not want to see!

Jun Wu Ren also gradually became fervent, and inside his eyes he was recalling a
scene in the East. If the strong enemies of Western Europe were resolved, at that time, there would
be one less existence threatening world peace, one more point of space for China's development,
and the country's security would be guaranteed again, he was excited!

"Lin Hao! They call you the King of China, not without reason! Your fame will be
spread throughout the country from now on!" Jun Wuhuai said with his head bowed.

The King of Huaxia, it wasn't him, Jun Wuhuo, who had given the title, but these
powerful men abroad! He felt that after winning this battle, no one would object to Lin Hao having
this title!
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Pope Peter was not much surprised by the scene that took place, but watched the moment when

the four streams of light rushed up into the sky, and with a violent wave of his hand, the fierce
wind surged, and the endless and monstrous pressure, all tilted down, the sky! It looked like it

had split open!

This was the strength of the Pope!



Lin Hao looked up, it was a huge, terrifying being similar to the Buddha's Dharma
form, he was strong, very strong!

Jun Wuhuo, who was watching the place, almost let out a cry of shock, it was too
strong! The pressure that appeared was surprisingly so strong, stronger than him at least at the

moment! This? This? Is this the existence of a thousand years of terror in the West? The Pope!
Surely he possesses a secret of thousands of years ......

"So strong!" The White Bear King swallowed his saliva and spoke with some

trepidation.

The Black Crocodile King is also running in the air slowed down, to say the truth,
heart in drums, sudden some fear, too strong ...... just this outbreak of strength, simply crush him
ah! And even if he added the White Bear King, it would not be enough for the Pope! Is this the
Pope's confidence? The Black Crocodile King guessed that if he had such strength, he wouldn't
have ganged up on his own men and wouldn't even look at himself and theWhite Bear King when

their strength was stacked together ......

The vampire king has seen Peter strike, but that was a thousand years ago, and
then rarely saw the pope strike, after all, this millennium, the promotion to king would have been
not many people, dare to start the king and the pope of the battle is not, and now a thousand years

later, the vampire king touched the opportunity to become the pope, but also the same look at the
church is declining, he stood out!

"With me, there is no need to worry!" The Vampire King said confidently.



The White Bear King's eyes dodged, not really convinced. This did not sit well

with the Vampire King, but now that he was in this situation, he could only grit his teeth and put

up with this coward. This can't be blamed on the White Bear King, after all, he hadn't even
opposed the Pope yet, and he had already been seriously injured, which would have made him

timid no matter who was put in the position ......

The Vampire King had originally thought that he was letting Lin Hao's trio play
first, but now it seemed that this plan had fallen straight to the ground. He gritted his teeth, his
speed increased, the blood mist around him twisted, and in an instant, he flew straight to Peter's
heels, and this time, the great battle was truly opened!

Peter looked at the Vampire King, revealing a contemptuous smile, and crossed

directly over his body, with that disgusted look, like he saw something dirty, which made the
Vampire King's heart a million times worse!

"Peter!" The Vampire King yelled.

Pope Peter turned a deaf ear, but instead looked at Lin Hao and said indifferently,
"You give me a very familiar feeling! I think we could sit down and talk sometime."

"Don't be in a hurry to refuse just yet." Peter then said.

Faced with Peter ignoring him again, the Vampire King was incomparably
annoyed and roared, "Peter!"



Peter snorted coldly, and for a moment it was as if heaven and earth cleared and

the whole world lost its voice, "Noisy!" Truly speaking, this world was no longer a pursuit for

Peter. Although there are existences over there in North America that are more powerful than him,
but the existences over there in North America are, how should I put it, existences that are limited
to this world, even though they have reached the peak of their strength, but they will always be an
existence that cannot break the bonds of the earth ......

Chapter 1314

"You!" The Vampire King was heckled and blushed, how can I put it. He was now launching a

battle between the king and the pope, but something so great seemed like a joke in the eyes of

Pope Peter, he was so angry, the first in a thousand years to be so humiliated ......

"I respect the Church's choice to honour you as Pope, but you hold an arrogant

status, as such! Then let me subvert your existence!" Without waiting for Lin Hao to speak, the
vampire king clenched his fists, his scarlet eyes, emitting endless killing intent, the thick killing

intent caused the surrounding air to plummet cold, the sky to darken, the endless battle intent to
burn up, the bodies of those watching below tingling and their blood spurting.

When the grievances had been vented, the Vampire King, with a huge blood
shadow and a terrifying might, threw a punch at Pope Peter, which was fast. It was even faster
than Lin Hao's punch that injured theWhite Bear King. Of course the force was still somewhat less
than that ......

After all, at that time, the vampire king but thought that Lin Hao's hands were
afraid that the maximum play was this limit ......

"So strong!" The White Bear King murmured down, glancing at the Black
Crocodile King with his afterimage. The Black Crocodile King saw the look in the White Bear



King's eyes, and his heart slowly gathered confidence. This was a shot in the arm, after all, the
Emperor was an existence they had previously spent their entire lives looking up to, if it wasn't for
the existence of the Vampire King, the anti-king, they would have died of old age at the Pope's
feet, prostrating for the rest of their lives and being reduced to toolmen under his rules ......

The white bear king looked at Lin Hao, just now the pope looked down on the

vampire king, he was feeling it. After all, it was so obvious, but he despised the Vampire King,
yet he incomparably valued Lin Hao, which didn't mean that Lin Hao was going to be more
powerful than the Vampire King? If that was true, then their chances of success would still

increase, which made his heart grow confident ......

He was now incomparably regretful, regretting that he should never have offended
this powerful Chinese king ......

The power that the vampire king exploded out, made the Peter also? The ground

ground steak dyed whisked the ground whisked closed? is slightly frowning, this strength, seems

to be a bit strong, huh?

Looking at Pope Peter's expression, the vampire king sneered, thinking, "Didn't
you just look down on me? Now what? Do you really think that I am weak? If I was really weak,
even if someone was behind me, I wouldn't dare to take on a king. ......

No one in the vampire family dares to defy the will of the Pope, and to be

humiliated by Pope Peter, that speaks to the heart, and although he is angry, it does not show that

that past is fictional ......



"Without an ounce of strength, even if someone helped me, how would I dare to

do so?" The Vampire King's heart sneered as he glanced towards the north, and no one knew why

he was looking that way ......

He was an incomparable respect for the Pope's family born inside the heir, they
were born to be the Pope's gatekeepers, for them, originally to the extinction of the clan will not
go to rebel against the Pope, but a thousand years Peter did things that he could not accept more

than his own humiliation, plus, the vampire family is only him, all the decisions he made, there
will be no one to stop. He even felt that if there were other clans in the vampire family, I was
afraid that if he spoke out against the Pope, he would be executed even if he was the head of the

clan, right?

Lin Hao looked at Pope Peter and waited for him to make his move. Without

seeing the other side's real power, he still could not spy out his real strength, and as for what Pope
Peter said about familiarity and so on, Lin Hao did not put much thought into it.
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Faced with a blow from the Vampire King that used eight layers of force, Pope Peter did not take
it lightly as he had before. He concentrated and used his mighty power to confront the Vampire

King with his fist! The terrifying power, as it clashed together, emitted a strong popping sound,
and the two qi intertwined and continued to erupt with a frictional sound ......

"But that's all!" The vampire king fiercely exerted himself and used his strength to

fall back from Pope Peter's men, and then said even more contemptuously.

Although the vampire king said so, but Lin Hao did not think so. Just now, he
clearly felt that the Vampire King had used seven or eight layers of his own strength, but Pope



Peter had only taken it seriously and used about five layers of strength. But well, the vampire king
is also relatively strong enough, plus they, too, would not necessarily say ......

Of course the them in this, does not include Lin Hao. Because Lin Hao, after
spying out Pope Peter's true strength, felt that taking on Pope Peter after some wheel-to-wheel
combat wasn't going to say that it was going to be a tough fight!

And the situation didn't look that easy ......

"Is this the strength of a mid Grand Master? It's still strong enough. The Vampire
King has such a base, and with such a strike, he just brought it through lightly." Lin Hao
whispered, and then saw the White Bear King and the Black Crocodile King moving up left and

right, surrounding Pope Peter in a triangular siege stance.

"King Huaxia! You, together with the Silver Wolf King, occupy the southeast and
take the opportunity to sneak up on Peter! I will fight him head on with the Black Crocodile King,
the White Bear King!" The Vampire King shouted.

Pope Peter, facing a three-man pack and a five-man siege, his face was ready to
stare, but he was also serious, not as if he was facing a great enemy, his gaze as always still on Lin
Hao, while uttering a shockingly big secret.

"King of China! Do you know about Cang?" Pope Peter inquired.



This was the first time he had recognised Lin Hao's strength, the King of China!
This title was considered to be all but recognized ......

Lin Hao narrowed his eyes, the battle intent on his body like fire as he stared at

Peter and asked, "What exactly are you trying to say?"

With an annoyed look on his face, the Vampire King spoke, "King of China, don't
listen to his foolishness! Kill him and all problems will be solved!" Said? I'm sorry, but I don't
know what to say. After the Vampire King rushed up again, the huge impact, and the forced

pressure swept through him, and he punched up, closing Pope Peter's retreat, so that he had to

fight the Vampire King head-on, while the White Bear King and the Black Crocodile King, after
glancing at each other, did not hide their clumsiness, and their whole body power exploded out.

The White Bear King in particular was even more powerful than when he fought
Lin Hao, and Lin Hao looked at them and knew so, after all, if they couldn't kill Peter, they would
all have to die. And to fight with yourself, just to teach a lesson, and will not fight to the death,
this is all a small matter ......

Peter was slightly angry, his expressionless face always showed a hint of killing

intent, a terrifying aura exploded out, the vampire king's eyes went round and he shouted, "Not
good!"

Unfortunately, it was too late, Pope Peter had already killed him with his current

most terrifying speed, flying directly in front of him, then a fist against the Vampire King's left
arm, ruthlessly blasted, the terrifying force made people's hearts throb, Lin Hao saw that he was

about to seriously injure the Vampire King, his nose wrinkled, the black aura around his body

bloomed, then a flash, he punched Pope Peter's fist, that instant!



Lin Hao only felt his arm tingling and his shin squirming, while he looked up at

Peter and found that Peter also had an incredulous look on his face ......

Lin Hao laughed heatedly and dodged back from his spot, leaving the battlefield
to them once again!

The vampire king looked back at Lin Hao with a shocked face, just now he was all

ready to resist hard, after all, the speed the white bear king gave the black crocodile king was

certainly unable to save himself, and the silver wolf king was even more needless to say, a new
king, how strong could he be to geometry?

But it was the Chinese King, whom he had been displeased with before, who had
stepped in to save him. His heart was mixed with mixed feelings, and very reluctantly he made a
grateful sound, "Thank you, Chinese King."

"No need to thank. We're all together at this time, if you were to just waste away
or just die, I'm afraid the rest of us would be out of luck." Lin Hao said with an expressionless

face.

Looking at Lin Hao giving himself a scowl, the vampire king didn't dare to be
displeased, but looked towards Pope Peter, this time, he couldn't be careless, that punch just now
had almost woken him up. The result of going to touch out was completely outside of what he
could accept as an ending, yet within his expectations. If this had been done without the presence

of the Chinese King Lin Hao, he thought it might be tricky, but now it seems that because of the

Chinese King, they will definitely succeed!



The White Bear King and the Black Crocodile King exhaled straight away, their
violent trembling smoothed out, just as Lin Hao had said, once the Vampire King was dead, they
would all die! At the same time the two looked at each other once again, feeling grateful and glad

for his existence, but also to increase their confidence once again ...... After all, Lin Hao's words
were not just for them to hear, but also to express his own meaning, after all, once the Vampire
King died, the four of them, one by one, would also be killed by Peter... ...

As for fighting alone or escaping from Pope Peter, forget about it, the two of them
can't! The Silver Wolf King couldn't, and this Chinese King Lin Hao might be very strong, but
could he beat Pope Peter by himself?

Chapter 1516

Boris watched the scene in the sky with a frown on his face and a constant question in his headset,
"Why is he helping the Vampire King to relieve himself? Why! Boris, which faction does he
belong to? Boris! You better give me an explanation!"

Such questions went on and on, and Boris himself was somewhat puzzled by what

Lin Hao had just done. If Pope Peter had punched the Vampire King just now, even if he couldn't
kill him, he could still seriously injure him. If the Vampire King, the most powerful king, had
been injured, their strategy would have been several times more successful, and if they had ended
up in a lose-lose situation, it would have been a situation that the ZF would have been most willing
to accept, but such a situation was ruined by Lin Hao!

They had to wonder what Lin Hao's actions were for!

"Damn Chinese people are really unreliable!" Once again, a roar came from inside

the headset.



Boris laughed bitterly and did not reply. From the point of view of this group of

people in power, all they wanted was an end, as for Lin Hao's life and death, the situation Lin Hao
himself was in, they did not care at all ......

But Boris had already spied the dilemma of the battle in the short time he had just
spent, just as Lin Hao had said, once the vampire king was seriously injured, then no one would
dare to fight Pope Peter head on, and at that time Pope Peter would be invincible in existence!

And although the powers that be wanted to see the Pope defeated, they would then
kill the Vampire King again. It was the perfect ending, but they weren't too confident themselves,
after all, it was too difficult to have such a situation ......

So after this proposal came up, the best result they gave was that the Vampire King
and theWhite Bear King Black Crocodile King die, and then leave the SilverWolf King Bigir, and
the Giant Eagle King. In this way, they ZF is an advantageous situation when facing the

Church ......

Absolute superiority, it's not that they haven't thought about it, but it's all a
luxury ......

The Bighill, who is outside the battle arena, has always been like an outsider, he
gives the impression of being weak, like someone who is around to pick up the slack when the

strongest fight, who cannot be ignored but cannot give much help, a sort of flag-waving
cheerleader ......



But for Bigel, this is an incredibly dangerous existence, agreed to the ZF's
recruitment, the biggest purpose is to live long and free, not to send them to death ......

And the reason why the note's were able to advance to the rank of king, which got
a lot of help from the ZF, with the help of the Giant Eagle King. And even getting the heart of

regeneration was because of the assistance of the ZF and the Giant Eagle King. After all, the Pope
and the Vampire King searched for hundreds of years for something that they could not find, and
he got it first, which is not even possible to say so.

But for Golefant the leak, Bigel is still very shocked ......

Watching Lin Hao rescuing the vampire king, Bigir was also relieved, he knew
that the role he played inside this king and pope would not be too big, but for the level under the
king and pope battle, the role was still very big.

He assisted King Eagle to gather Zeus and Asura, descendants of the God of War,
and now Zeus has become a Pseudo-King, and the information that King Eagle told him is that

once they become Pseudo-Kings, they will be as powerful as real Kings!

How to say, the ZF's layout ability is beyond his imagination, chain after chain,
one after another, each time are not afraid of failure, because they have left a backhand, just like
just now the vampire king's heretics are killing senior biochemicals, except for the obvious Zeus's
troops are resisting, the other people, no one knows, whether they exist independently or the
pope's troops or ZF recruited experts, they are so steady and can afford to wait ...... and they do

so for the purpose of destroying the church ......



Peter said to Lin Hao: "Your strength is really not weak. Compared to Cang, it has
almost flagged? dyed ground zero whisk er love steak closed? I'm not sure if I'm a good fighter.
But, Cang is already in his twilight years, he wants to cooperate with me, how can I agree, but you
are in your prime, we might be able to cooperate."

Lin Hao was also in a bit of a trance when he heard Peter say Cang, and then he

heard cooperation or something. That meant that Peter and Cang knew each other and had

exchanged many times, and at the same time were even going to start working together?

So why were they collaborating and what was the purpose of the collaboration?

Looking at Lin Hao as he brooded once more, the Vampire King gritted his teeth

and attacked up quickly, not wanting to see Peter pulling such a powerful teammate beside him

down against himself. After all, if he didn't win over Pope Peter with the help of outside forces, he
wouldn't fall more into the hands of his opponent ......

"The King of China! Don't listen to his rumours, what he says about the mouth of
the world, it's all too false to be true!" The Vampire King roared.

The Mouth of the World again? The corners of Lin Hao's mouth lifted slightly,
this thing was what Cang was after, and to think that what Cang was after was also what Pope Peter
was after, at the same time Cang sought Peter's cooperation. This is what Lin Hao never
expected ......

Seeing that Lin Hao seemed to be not much concerned, Peter was not much
discouraged, but began to receive the attack of the vampire king and others in a strict position.



Seeing that Lin Hao did not believe, not only Peter the Vampire King was relieved,
but also the White Bear King Black Crocodile King Bigel the three were also relieved ......
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The scene began to get extremely chaotic!

Explosive sounds were heard, countless streams of light were scattered, blood was
splattered everywhere, the White Bear King was healed out of a new arm by the Vampire King

even though Lin Hao had chopped off one arm and was not repaired by the Heart of Regeneration,
but this arm didn't exist for long as he performed dismemberment!

"Good job White Bear King!" Seeing theWhite Bear King go into a berserk stance,
the Vampire King shouted in excitement, while seeing the Black Crocodile King, who was at this
moment covered in wounds and bleeding from countless wounds, but his battle spirit was
incomparably strong, the fear inside his eyes gradually turned into a strong killing intent as well

as exuberance.

Knowing the meaning of the Vampire King's eyes, the Black Crocodile King
gritted his teeth and directly roared out, "Ah!" The next moment, he tore off a complete arm of his

own, then put it into his mouth and began to chew it as if he was tasting a delicacy, while his own
strength began to increase drastically, gradually reaching the strength that the Vampire King had
exploded before.

"It's all gotten stronger!" Lin Hao exclaimed, while the Silver Wolf King Bigir

swallowed on the sidelines, his heart intensely timid, was this the strength of a true king? The

berserk outburst after using dismemberment, this is really too terrifying, among the two, belong



to the Pope is the most terrifying, are facing such a situation, surprisingly only slightly hurt, this is
still the vampire king desperately, used the white bear king and black crocodile king as a lead,
and also suffered a considerable injury himself, only to create a glimpse of the situation ......

This is for them, is a complement to enhance a trace of self-confidence, but at the
same time, Pope Peter did not use dismemberment, and even the beast transformation did not

cast, this absolute a deadly news, to them to cause the heart of the threat is very powerful ......

"Little bat, to think that your strength is not weak! Unfortunately, if you are just
this strong, then really all of you will die here!" Peter's cold voice came out, at this time he still
looked a little wretched, and likewise humiliated him, he was confident, but the situation was not
under his absolute control, this time the king and the pope battle, under the original situation, he
was foreseeing the end, that is, the ZF gradually stood on the head of the church, and he? still

alive and well. the ZF stood on the head of the church, which for Peter didn't care what the Church
was reduced to, he cared about something else, and that was that it would give him less trouble in

the future ......

His time is getting limited, if he still can't enter the mouth of the world, in its full
state, he will still die ......

Strong into the first pope, also died at the end of his life, and ultimately could not
enter the mouth of the world in his strongest state, was it not because of the trouble caused by the

battle between the king and the pope? Why was he annoyed that every time the Pope caught news

of the Mouth of the World, he was forced to have a king-pope dispute? And the people they were

fighting with were not all very strong, they were all somehow forced. Either they are blackmailed,
or they are encouraged, or the powerful king reaches the end of his life span and has to fight ......



Pope Peter's body gradually swelled, the endless power in the air seemed to blend
into a whirlpool slowly entering his body, dark clouds in the sky, heaven and earth this darkened
down, the feeling that the sky was about to collapse straight up!

"What's that doing?" Someone looked over from the ground and spoke in shock in

the face of such a terrifying natural change.

The Giant Eagle King looked at the change in Pope Peter and could not help but
speak, "The Pope's beastly transformation! My God, this is the first time I have ever seen a papal
bestial transformation!"

Not only the Giant Eagle King, but also the Vampire King, who had lived longer

than him, began to tremble physically. That meant that the next situation would be even worse! It
was lucky and unfortunate that he was finally going to really strike, a sign of their strength, but
also a situation where the Pope's true anger would erupt!

"That's the Emperor's beastly transformation!" They were shocked, they were
exhilarated, their blood spilled, it was their emperor, the greatest emperor of all!

The pope's followers knelt in reverence, even the pagans sensed the stirring of

blood in their bones? I dye zero wu Iyi shade? The pope, slowly prostrate on the ground. Even
though they had betrayed God, they could only kneel and prostrate themselves in the face of His

wrath when it came down.

Chapter 1318



A huge projection, not knowing what kind of species, descended from the midst of the sky, his
clouds staggered, gale winds rose, heavenly thunder rolled, thunder roared up in the ears, the
swimming fish in the water that were originally hidden under the river did not care about the
boiling water that was smashed by the stream of light, they leapt up, as if they were being
baptized, and as if they were carp jumping the dragon's gate!

After all, even for those of them who are at the early stage of the Grand Master's
strength, they are only able to exert their own power to move the air around them and create a

terrifying atmosphere, but this Pope's bestial transformation has changed the heaven and earth, the
wind is blowing and the rain is falling ......

The actual fact is that this is the mid-level strength of a great master? This is too

terrifying, right?

How can I put it, Pope Peter's character aura gave Lin Hao the feeling of having
shed his biochemistry and returned to the ranks of man. The vampire king around him, the black
crocodile king, the white bear king and so on, how to say, similar to a pure breed of beast. But the
feeling that the Silver Wolf King Bigir gave him, it seems to be infinitely close to the feeling of

human, especially in the moment when Bigir advanced to the king, Bigir's body beast aura

gradually purified, at that time Lin Hao was wondering, think why the same king, someone
infinitely close to the beast, someone has infinitely close to the human ......

Now to the Pope beast transformation, Lin Hao seems to know a hint of the

mystery, but it is not very clear ......

Curious, Lin Hao did not put too much thought into this question, but looked at

Peter under the black clouds, amidst the thunder and lightning ......



A huge beast shadow erupted from inside the clouds, a phenomenon beyond
human scientific explanation, in fact, under Lin Hao's extreme path as well as blackening, Lin
Hao felt the epitome of another level model, only that feeling was very indistinct, like the one he
met inside the ancient prison, and like the wonderful feeling brought to him inside that similar

space-time corridor in the noble hospital ......

"It's horrible, what the hell is that!"

The Giant Eagle King stared dead into the sky, waiting for the Pope who
eventually bestialized his full form.

Boris stared wide-eyed at the sky, even though he knew beforehand the species

class of Pope Peter, he still found it overwhelmingly shocking, after all, such a phenomenon that
was beyond the reach of scientific explanation, yet appeared to occur within nature, was still
shocking. Of course such a picture would never appear inside civilian eyes.

With radar all around, countless hidden sentry posts, three layers of patrol troops,
countless radio jams and countless alien signal blockers, who else could hack in? Who else can

walk in? This is how many things in the world are, only those who are infinitely close to the

pinnacle of human power deserve to know some hidden and powerful things ...... such as the
secrets of outer space, the launch of a satellite carrying more than fifty national languages to

introduce themselves, there are many other hidden secrets similar to this existence, and there is

also the hidden information about the Earth that the North American Empire has blocked. These
are not common people can know, Boris if not because into the political centre, contact with the
scope of this circle, I am afraid that the most is to know that the Church is very powerful,
biochemicals are very powerful, the Pope is the supreme existence. Wouldn't have known that the
Pope could live as long as a thousand years, or that they could have such outbursts, breaking the
bonds of heaven and earth and channeling out natural changes ......



All this is a scientific solution? I mean Lui Wu Zero Shanzai I? Explain the past,
but can not explain something ......

"It's coming out!" Lin Hao stared inside the clouds, he could vaguely feel that

what was inside, was familiar and terrifying, he just didn't dare to confirm it ......
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"Roar~" with a hiss, the black clouds shattered, the wind swept like a tornado, and the rain poured
down instantly!

The world became bright again after the clouds broke apart, and a huge snake-like
species, stirring its huge wings, hissed again faintly ......

"That's! A giant dragon!" King Giant Eagle shouted in alarm, he, the king, exposed
his trail, but he did not care that he was exposed, but looked at the bestial form of Pope Peter and

shouted.

"Could the secret inside the ancient book be true!" The Giant Eagle King happened
again, and Lin Hao was drawn to the secret inside the ancient book? What secrets?

The Giant Eagle King swallowed and calmed himself down as he looked at Lin
Hao and slowly spoke, "Legend has it that after advancing to become a Pope, one automatically
becomes a sacred dragon! To use your Eastern terminology, it is called dragon transformation! It
means that the carp jumped the dragon gate and became a dragon!"



Lin Hao was utterly shocked, transforming into a dragon directly from another

beast? What the hell kind of fantasy story is this?

Was this still the educational knowledge he had received?

"I ......" Jun Wu Regret broke into a direct curse, but when he saw Lin Hao, he
deflated his mouth and seemed to make sense again, Lin Hao's outburst was also beyond those of
them who practiced martial existence ......

Still, Jun Wu Ren went on to break into a few curses, "@! ##$ ..."

"Is this ...... this true?" The Vampire King also ate and opened his mouth,
obviously he also half believed in this, now it really exists, it still hit him hard ......

White bear king and black crocodile king two people directly scared silly, just
now still dismembered, but now after facing their own admiration existence of the pope bestial,
the heart of the admiration, once again, a thick regret in the bottom of the heart overflowed,
eventually are going to fill the whole heart, even as the king of their legs are weak ......

"It is such an existence, how else can you not respect the Pope?" I don't know who

murmured, but at the sound of it, the pagans of the vampire king knelt down and began an

endless penance to the beastly body of Pope Peter.

"Emperor! We were wrong! We are willing to be judged by you!"



"Emperor! We were wrong! We are willing to be judged by you!"

"Your Majesty! We were wrong! ......"

A voice of repentance was like a burning sound around his ears, Lin Hao was
incomparably bored and scolded the White Bear King and the Black Crocodile King, "This isn't a
real dragon! In the East, there is a process to advance to dragon transformation, it is not possible
to directly transform into a dragon, inside this process, there is also the existence of the dragon,
this species is between the aquatic class and the dragon class, very powerful, very definitely not

as terrifying as a dragon ......"

After the explanation, Lin Hao all want to directly vomit, after all, he a modern
Chinese, an atheist, now here to popularize God said, but the problem lies in that he had to go

popular, otherwise, this situation is really difficult to control ......

The sudden re-enhancement of Peter, let the Lin Hao also feel the meaning of the
nervous oppression, if Pope Peter only before the strength, then Lin Hao think gritted teeth, or can
still compete, even in the extreme state, looking for the opportunity to kill ......

But now this strength, and only bestial, if in the use of dismemberment? How

terrifying would that be? It is highly likely to surpass the middle stage of the pope, think about it
all feel afraid, such a sense of oppression, Lin Hao or the first time to have ......



So these people of the Vampire King, he didn't think he would let them stop there!
And the Vampire King hadn't changed, they could still threaten to injure Pope Peter's bestial
body ......

Lin Hao's words woke them up, and the Vampire King, who was already unable to
retreat, instantly roared in a low voice, "Don't be afraid! I'll still fight at the head!" At the same
time after saying that, he said to Lin Hao, "King of China, you should not paddle next! After all,
when the situation has reached such a stalemate, I'm afraid that if you are paddling and watching

the show, it would be an unwanted ending of defeat for both you and me, right?"

Lin Hao grunted, "You don't need to say that. I will naturally join in, but you must
show your true strength! We can't be thrown out to be beaten as sandbag leads again."

"Right? Pao wu xi pao yi fuyi?!" The Black Crocodile King nodded solemnly, at
this time, if the two of them went back to resist the Pope's attack, I'm afraid they would really be

sending themselves to their deaths ......

Chapter 1320

"No need for you to say anything!" The Vampire King glared at the Black Crocodile King, thinking
to himself that this Black Crocodile King was now so obedient to this Chinese, who had despised

him before! What a wallflower! Besides, if he hadn't let them draw fire just now, would he have
been able to hurt Peter? Besides, he had been wounded himself ......

Forget it, this is not the time to dwell on it ......



After the vampire king finished speaking, his body gradually swelled, the blood
shadow engulfed his body, a sinewy rippling up, covering his whole body, the next moment, two
wings stretched out from his back, propping up his cloak, the wretched vampire king at this

moment, became as powerful as a rainbow, his strength increased a lot, which looked at the white
bear king and the black crocodile king directly rolled their eyes, their hearts irritated, but did not
dare to complain ......

They thought to themselves, if you had changed your beast earlier, would they

still need to be seriously injured? Damn it ......, of course, they could only rebuke in their hearts,
but did not dare to say it to their faces ......

"The real battle is about to begin!" The King of Giant Eagles looked at the Vampire
King after the bestialization had finished and whispered, the politicians who heard the King of

Giant Eagles speak also simply stared, this is more real than any science fiction movie, true to the
saying that reality is often more exciting than fictional TV shows ......

The four streams of light flew towards the huge wing-wielding dragon, all with a
powerful strike meant to kill in one blow.

Looking at the four streams of light attacking him, Peter's giant dragon sneered,
his eyes flashed a bit, then with a flash of shadow, a huge wing slapped directly on theWhite Bear

King's body!

"Bang!"

"Poof!"



Two sounds were heard in quick succession, and the White Bear King was

severely injured, his body felt like it had been severely injured by unrecoverable destruction, and
in his dismembered state, he was so injured that if he hadn't smashed right into the Black

Crocodile King, he would have fallen into the air, smashed into the bottom of the water, and
probably drowned!

This sudden outburst and serious injury made the situation even more urgent. The
atmosphere froze!

But Pope Peter didn't stop, but stared at the blockade to the Vampire King!

"No good!" The Vampire King screamed out before he could draw himself back,
for he felt the overwhelming threat that was wrapping around him, wrapping around him with the

terror of his extreme speed and reaction, and he panicked! Panicked beyond belief!

Looking around!

The next moment!

A streak of shadow swept past, a terrifying force of power crushed by gravity, a
feeling of being crushed by gravity rose up in his heart, an inability to resist the will to sink, a
feeling of awaiting judgement enveloped him!



"No!" The Vampire King roared as he drove the pair of wings to wrap themselves

directly around him, forming a defensive state, but he was still too slow to react!

Just as the defensive shield formed by his wings was halfway formed, Pope
Peter's claws scratched directly through his wings and three streams of blood shot out.

"Ah!" The Vampire King screamed, his body as direct as a cannonball? Flick

closed zero zero yi ai lu chia? From the air with a speed that exceeded the speed of sound several

times smashed down into the water!

"Bang!" It was like the scale of countless tons of TNT explosion exploded on the

surface of the Garoon River, and the swimming fish in the river directly died.

"Terrible!" Lin Hao couldn't even help but whisper ......

This eruption, this speed, was simply too terrifying. However, relatively speaking,
the faster the speed, the relatively weaker the force exploded out, apparently the force of Pope
Peter hitting the White Bear King was weaker than the force that hit the Vampire King ......

Just as Lin Hao was considering, Pope Peter no longer had the same look of

respect for Lin Hao as before, but his eyes were blazing as if he was catching prey!

He was about to strike at Lin Hao!



Jun Wu Ren looked on, wide-eyed, as this ......

"This Pope Peter's outburst just now was too terrifying, and it hit Lin Hao and the
others without the ability to fight back, this situation is extremely dangerous! If he had struck out

at Lin Hao, he would definitely have seriously injured, or even killed Lin Hao! But practicing
martial arts, although they didn't have the strong resistance of a cyborg, they would definitely do

better than them in borrowing and unloading their strength, but even so, this was still a
devastating blow to Lin Hao! There was absolutely no way to allow such a situation to arise!"
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